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IRENE

Piano
1st Saxophone E-flat Alto
2nd Saxophone B-flat Tenor
3rd Saxophone E-flat Alto
4th Saxophone B-flat Tenor
1st Trumpet in B-flat
2nd Trumpet in B-flat
3rd Trumpet in B-flat
1st Trombone
2nd Trombone
1st Violins
Bass
Guitar
Drums
Male Trio (I Tenor, II Tenor/Lead, Baritone)

Notes
Piano has cued melody and lyrics.
1st, 3rd and 4th Saxophones double on B-flat Clarinet
1st Violins includes cues and lyrics.
Bass, Guitar and Drums includes lyrics.
Cover is separate and includes an advertisement for the movie of the same name and promos for other arrangements from this publisher.

Lyrics
Irene, a little bit of salt and sweetness,
Irene, a dainty slip of rare completeness,
Mannerism, magnetism, eyes of youth inviting,
Dancing by, with glancing eye, the flush of her exciting,
Siren, the sort who captures hearts to charm them,
Careful, beware!
Now she’s here, now she’s there, Followed by her set,
Up she goes, down she goes, Ev’ry body’s pet,
Near or far, there you are, Captured in the net,
Of Tippity witch Irene O’Dare.
IRENE

Piano

Slowly
unison solo.

Irene, a little bit of salt and sweetness, Irene, a dainty,

slip of rare completeness, Man-ner-ism, mag-net-ism, eyes of youth in-tiling,

Dancing by, with glancing eye, the flush of her exci-ting, Si-ren, the sort who

captures hearts to charm them, Care-ful, be-ware!
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Now she's here, now she's there, followed by her set,
Up she goes, down she goes,

Ev'ry body's pet,
Near or far, there you are,

Captured in the net of
toppity witch Irene's dare.

15 Piano Arrangements by America's Ace Modernist

RUBE BLOOM Contains: Wabash Blues - Sleepy Time Gal - In A
PIANO IMPRESSIONS Little Spanish Town - Hot Lips - I Love You, etc.
14 Standard Hits - Arranged by the World's Foremost Vibraphonist

LIONEL HAMPTON'S Contains: Stompin' At The Savoy - Piano acc. by
VIBRAPHONE FOLIO * Tiger Rag - China Boy, etc. * TEDDY WILSON
IRENE

Piano 4

Seven Original Compositions in A Distinguished Style

WILLIE SMITH FOLIO OF Contains: Morning Air - Concentratin' - Finger
MODERN PIANO SOLOS Buster - Rippling Waters - Passionette, etc.
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HARRY TIERNEY
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Unison Soli
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HARRY TIERNEY

Swing Out!
Solo-Ensemble
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FEIST ALL-STAR SERIES OF 10 Standard Hits Arranged for TRUMPET by ZIGGY ELMAN
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3rd Trumpet in Bb
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MUSIC BY

HARRY TIERNEY

Swing Out!

16 Piano Interpretations by America's Foremost Stylist

TEDDY WILSON Contains: Tiger Rag - China Boy - Runnin' Wild -

PIANO RHYTHMS Stumbling - Paradise - I'll See You In My Dreams, etc.
featured in the RKO-Radio Picture "IRENE"

By MCCARTHY

orch. Scored by

PAUL WEIRICK

1st Violins 2

Followed by her set,
Up she goes, down she goes,
Every body's pet,

Near or far, there you are, Captured in the net, of Tippy Witch Irene & Tate.

An Unusual Collection of 10 Popular Standards

FEIST contains: Linger Awhile - Stumbling - At Arranged by

GUITAR FOLIO Sundown - Ramona - Paradise - Goofus, etc. JOHN MARTEELL
Irene, a little bit of salt and sweetness, Irene, a dainty
slip of rascally mess, Man-ner-ism, magnetism, eyes of youth inviting.
Dancing by, with glancing eye, the flush of her exciteming, Siren, The sort who
captures hearts to charm them, Careful, beware!
Now she's here, now she's there, Followed by her set, Up she goes, down she goes,
Everybody's pet, Near or far, there you are, Captured in the net of,
Trippity with Irene O-Dare. O-Dare.
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PAUL T.
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I - rene, a lit - tle bit of salt and sweetness, I - rene, a dain - ty
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slip of rare completeness, Mannerism, magnetism, eyes of youth inviting,
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Dancing by, with glancing eye, The flush of her ex - cit - ing, Si' - rene, The sort who
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captures hearts to charm them, Care - ful, be - ware!
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Now she's here, now she's there, Followed by her set, Up she goes, down she goes,

F
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Ev'ry bod - y's pet, Near or far, there you are, Captured in to net, of
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Tipp - i - ty witch I - rene, G' - Dare, — Dare.
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MUSIC BY
HARRY TIERNEY

Swing Out!

FEIST GUITAR Words and music, plus six imitations VOLPE and SONG FOLIO No. 1 for Hawaiian and steel guitar arr. by VICTOR
Irene, a little bit of salt and sweetness, Irene, a dainty slip of rare completeness, Mannerism, magnetism, eyes of youth inviting.

Dancing by, with glancing eye, The flush of her exciting, Siren, The sort who captures hearts to charm them, Careful, beware!

Now she's here, now she's there, Followed by her set, Up she goes, down she goes, Everybody's pet, Near or far, there you are, Captured in the net of the tippling witch Irene O'Dare. — Dore.
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LYRIC BY

JOSEPH MCCARTHY

Male Trio

**SLOWLY**

**I TENOR**

\[ \text{Irene, a little bit of salt and sweetness.} \]

**II TENOR**

(Lead)

\[ \text{Irene, a little bit of salt and sweetness.} \]

**P.O.**

2190

**BARITONE**

\[ \text{Irene, a dainty slip of rare completeness.} \]

\[ \text{Mannerism, magnetism, eyes of youth inviting.} \]

\[ \text{Dancing by, with glancing eye, The flush of her exciting.} \]
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MUSIC BY
HARRY TIERNEY

Si-ren, The sort who captures hearts to charm them, Careful, be-

Si-ren, The sort who captures hearts to charm them, Careful, be-

-ware! Now she's here, now she's there, Followed by her set,
-ware! Now she's here, now she's there, Followed by her set,

Up she goes, down she goes, Ev'ry-bod-y's pet
Up she goes, down she goes, Ev'ry-bod-y's pet

Captured in the net, of Tipp-i-ty with Irene & Dare.
Captured in the net, of Tipp-i-ty with Irene & Dare.

Ask Your Dealer for...

FEIST ALL-STAR SERIES OF 10 Standard Hits Arranged for ORGAN by MILT HERTH

MODERN RHYTHM CHORUSES